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1                                                    2
Newtonian Mechanics                   Special Relativity

A. The postulae of invariance: Understanding and expression of principles and laws are invariant in all frames of reference under
Definitions,

1                 Postulates and Principles
A. Laws of motion: 1) body remains at rest or in uniform motion unless acted on by an external force; 2) F = ma; 3) Equal and opposite reaction.
B. Universal gravitation exists
C. F = ma
inertial transformations.
B. Postulate of equivalence: cannot distinguish between gravitation and acceleration of reference frame.
C. Speed of light a constant in all reference frames under inertial trnasformations
D. Invariant mathematical expression  results from the abstractness of principles and laws,

2                 The Ground of Invariance

Now the mathematical expressions have the same meaning, stand for 
symbols employed, but in the form of their combination to indicate o 
unchanged.  But a transformation is a shift from one spatio-temporal ( 
the expressions stand for abstract and generally valid propositions. 
under the permissible transformations of that geometry. [CWL 3, 146

3                Methodological Doctrine

Understanding and expression of principles and laws are invariant in all frames of reference under inertial transformations

4                      Empirical

Hypothesis
F = ma

F = mMG/d2

Speed of light a constant in all reference frames under inertial transformations
Heuristic Guides and

5                the Method of a Particular Science

Motion is explained by accelerative force.  Explanation is in the form of terms related to one another.

A. The basic postulate of invariance;
B. Space and time are defined consistent with the basic postulate re invariance and the empirical hypothesis of the constant velocity of light in all inertial frames of reference



6                Laws of Motion
Laws of motion:
1) body remains at rest or in uniform motion unless acted on by an external force;
2) F = ma;
3) Equal and opposite reaction.
A. Speed of light a constant in all reference frames under inertial trnasformations
B. Postulate of equivalence: cannot distinguish between gravitation and acceleration of reference frame.

The invariant in each science: the abstract and

7                 generally valid foundational

proposition formed across an equals sign

F = md 2 x/dt 2

c 1 = c 2 ,
the velocity of light is the same in all reference frames under inertial transformations mandating a redifinition of space and time in a spacetime manifold

The equals sign renders a mutuality and
interdependence of

8             terms so that these

terms are implicitly defined or relativistic to one another

F or a                          Δt,  Δl, mv, KE in different inertial systems

9            Note on viewing the "contest"

A. We can understand the elements of the right side as determining the corresponding elements of the left side; read from right to left.
B. Or we can seek the understanding of the left side to get a handle on the elements on the right side.
C. Or we can understand parts of each side to help us determine thecorresponding parts on the other side.

Empirical
10                   Hypothesis

F = ma

F = mMG/d2

Speed of light a constant in all reference frames under inertial transformations
Principle Invoked to

11            Achieve Invariance
+/or Equivalence

A. Universal gravitation;
B. F = ma

Principle of Equivalence (physical principles and laws are the same for all oservers)
12            Mathematical Field                    A. the calculus;



algebra, trigonometry, and calculus of differences and
                                                                                                                                      differentials                     
13          Mathematical Result             F = ma    F = md

2
x/dt

2

A. Extensions and durations must be explained relative to inertial transformations;

B. Δt1 = Δt2/√1-v2/c2

C. Δt2= Δt1 (√1-v2/c2) etc.
14                 Anticipations                   A. the laws of motion;

B. abstractness

Invariance is yielded by
A. The basic postulate with its principle of equivalence;
B. an inverse insight in the implementation of constant velocity;
C. abstractness from sense and perception
15                Type of Theory
efficient-cause theory; External force causes acceleration

field theory of immanent intelligibility;
Concept of force is unnecessary

Transformation
16               Coefficients and Geometry
Galilean: gij is unity when i equals j; it is zero when i does not equal j; and there are three dimensions (CWL 3, 147)
Tensorial: In Minkowski space, the gij is unity or zero as before, but there are four dimensions, and x4 equals ict.  (CWL 3, 147)

Key Equations which
explain space and

17              time or price and quantity in

spacetime or pretio-
quantitality
F = ma

F = mMG/d2

1) Δt1 = Δt2/√1-v /c

2) Δt2= Δt1 (√1-v2/c2)
3) L=L0√1-v2/c2

4) p=mv/√1-v2/c2

5) KE =mc2(1/√[1-v2/c2]-1)
6) v   =(v   +v   )/(1+v   v   /c2)
AB         AC       CB                 AC   CB
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Newtonian Mechanics                   Special Relativity

ian Context of Relativistic Functional Mac
Invariance,  Equivalence, Concomitance, Vectors a

he absolute equals sign between implicitly defined t
"Everything is relative."

3                                                    4

General Relativity                  Generalized Theory of

Gravitation
A. The postulate of invariance: Understanding and expression of principles and laws are invariant in all frames of reference under inertial transformations.
B. Postulate of equivalence: cannot distinguish between gravitation and acceleration of reference frame.
C. Speed of light a constant in all reference frames
D. Invariant mathematical expression  results from the abstractness of principles and laws,
A. Postulate of equivalence: cannot distinguish between gravitation and acceleration of reference frame.
B. Understanding and expression of principles and laws are invariant in all frames of reference under any transformations.
C. Invariant mathematical expression  results from the abstractness of principles and laws,

the same propositions, and require the same geometrical interpretati 
perations of adding, multiplying, and so forth.  Accordingly, when the 
or pretio-quantital) standpoint to another and, when expressions do n 
Now the principles and laws of a geometry are abstract and generally

/  ]

Understanding and expression of principles and laws are invariant in all frames of reference under any transformations

The principle of equivalence: It is impossible to distinguish between the acceleration due to gravity and an accelerated reference frame.
The tensor of the curvature of space due to the distribution of matter will equal the tensor for stress-energy of the system

A. The principle of equivalence: It is impossible to distinguish between the acceleration due to gravity and an accelerated reference frame.
B. Allow any transformation rather than restriction to inertial transformations;
C. Transformations to eliminate the concept of force                           D.
The distribution of matter determines a curvature of space.

A. The principle of equivalence: It is impossible to distinguish between the acceleration due to gravity and an accelerated reference frame.
B. The distribution of matter determines a curvature of spacetime.
C. The curvature of spacetime determines energy-momentum, and vice versa

The one basic law governing all Riemannian manifolds defines the infinitesimal interval ds:

ds2 = x1
2 + x 2 + x 2 + x 2   G

= kTab

The one basic law governing all Riemannian manifolds defines the infinitesimal interval ds:



ds2 = x1
2 + x 2 + x 2 + x 2

Gab = 8πTAB

ds2 +/or x1
2 +/or x2

2 +/or x 2

+/or x4
2 Gab or kTab

ds2 +/or x1
2 +/or x2

2+/or x 2

+/or x 2

Gab or Tab equivalence of curvature and
energy-momentum
A. We can understand the elements of the right side as determining the corresponding elements of the left side; read from right to left.
B. Or we can understand the left side to get a handle on the elements on the right side.
C. Or we can understand parts of each side to help us determine thecorresponding parts on the other side.

A. We can understand the elements of the right side as determining the corresponding elements of the left side; read from right to left.
B. Or we can understand the left side to get a handle on the elements on the right side.
C. Or we can understand parts of each side to help us determine thecorresponding parts on the other side.
The principle of equivalence: It is impossible to distinguish between the acceleration due to gravity and an accelerated reference frame.
The tensor of the curvature of space due to the distribution of matter will equal the tensor for stress-energy of the system

Principle of Equivalence
(physical principles and laws are the same for all observers)

Must be conceived precisely in terms of tensors for their properties under any permitted transformation (3, 42)

ds2 = x1
2 + x 2 + x 2 + x 2

2            3            4

ds2 = x1
2 + x2

2 + x3
2 + x4

2

ds2 = g dx dx
ds2 = g dx dx
ij       i       j
ij       i       j

where dxi, dxj, ... are differentials of the coordinates, and where the coefficients, gij, are functions of the cooordinates
Rμν - R = 8πGTμν

where dxi, dxj, ... are differentials
of the coordinates, and where the coefficients, gij, are functions of the cooordinates
Rμν - R(gij) di dj = 8πGTij
Gab = kTab

Invariance is yielded by
A. The basic postulate with its principle of equivalence;
B. a direct insight into the significance of measurement and synchronicity;
C. abstractness from sense and perception



field theory of immanent intelligibility;
Concept of force is unnecessary

Tensorial: the coefficients are symmetrical, so that gij equals gji (CWL 3, 147)
Tensorial: the coefficients are antisymmetrical (CWL 3, 147)

ds2 = x1
2 + x 2 + x 2 + x 2

ds2 = x 2 + x 2 + x 2 - c2t2 Gab = kTab

ds2 = x1
2 + x2

2 + x3
2 + x4

2

ds2 = gijdxidxj

Rμν - R(gij) di dj = 8πGTij

General Relativity                  Generalized Theory of

Gravitation

roeconomic Dynamics
nd Tensors
erms renders the terms relative to one anot
5

Special Functional Macroeconomic Dynamics
A. The postulate of invariance: the understanding and the e macroeconomic principles and laws are independent of hum frames;
B.  The postulate of concomitance: interdependent flows mu
C. Lonergan's postulate of equivalence and reciprocity:  Val
C.1. Rates of macroeconomic expenditures are to be identifie
C.2. Rates of macroeconomic expansionary expenditures are macroeconomic costs.
D.The dynamics of interdependent, mutually-conditioning fu
Macroeconomic Dynamics
E. The condition of equilibrium: G = 0
F. The basic terms of the explanatory science of Functional M conditioning and mutually defining functional flows implicit with other functional flows.  Negatively speaking, the basic t realm of common sense.
G. Basic terms must be functionally interrelated so as to be o

on, if they have the same symbolic form.  For the meaning of symbolic 
form of a mathematical expression is unchanged by ot change their 
meaning under such shifts, then ... the expres valid propositions.  It 
follows that the mathematical expressi
A. Apply adynamic heuristic to reach a purely relational intel
independent of human psychology .
B. The understanding and the expression of principles and la reference under any permitted transformations
C. The analysis will yield a set of normative, abstract, classic
D. The intelligibilty will explain both normative functionings a



E. The classical laws will be complemented by statistical pro

A. Law of productive composition: qi = ΣΣqijk

B.The  law of monetary compensation: pi = ΣΣpijk;
C. Analytic distinction of basic and surplus or point-to-point
D. Credit is the monetary bridging of an outlays-receipts gap
E. Lagged technical accelerator kn[f’n(t-a)-Bn] = f”n-1(t) – An-1;
F. The structure of the dynamic productive process may be functional flows);
G. Magnitudes and frequencies of turnovers are correlated

A. Explanation of the concrete process is in the form of abst
B. Insight and the Hilbertian technique of implicit definition
C. Terms representing explanatory  functional flows are defi another; accounting unities do not provide an adequate inde
D. The search for a scientific dynamics requires a dynamic he
will be in terms of the functional relations of velocitous and
E. There will be a Porphyrean division comprehending the en

A. The activities of production and exchange are for 
velocities subject to change; i.e. they may accelerate 
B.Productive contributions - the rate of application every so 
often.       C. Payments of money for goods
D. Capital is capital because it imparts an accelerati
E. The lagged technical accelerator - kn[f’n(t-a)-Bn] =
creative-destructive economic process.
F. Normatively interconnected, mutually conditioni
with one another, for continuity.
G. In a hierarchy of productive circuits trading "up a
must be balanced for equilibrium. This balance is th
H. The magnitudes and frequencies of turnovers in
and frequencies of payments.
I. A product exits the current, purely dynamic econ
J. Macroeconomic "costs" limit macroeconomic "pro
K. The aggregate of current rates of contributions of point or a point-to-indefinite-future-series relations composite elements.
L. The surplus process is an acceleration lag:  The lag
– An-1;
form of a creative-destructive economic process.
M. The structure of the velocitous productive proces
 correlated classes of payments, which quickly becom



qi = Σ pi = Σ
kn[f’n(t-a)-Bn] P'Q' = p'a'Q'Basic outlays to consumpt

Π"Κ" = π"α"Κ"Purely expan

P'/p' =
A. The universal and generally valid equality, P'Q' = p explanation of Price and Quantity within a pretio-qu of extension and duration in a spacetime manifold)
B. Within Expenditures: P' and/or Q'
C. Within Costs: p'  +/or Q'  +/or p"  +/or Q" +/or a' +
D. Across Expenditures and Cost any or all elements

A. Separate standpoints - or frames of reference - ex quantital flows of Expenditures and Costs in the sam
B.  In the same economy, the two standpoints "cont abstract and generally valid proposition of equality.
C. Case 1: Z = PQ cosA: price and quantity contend w
D.  Case 2: Basic contends with surrplu for proper all
E. Case 3: P'Q' contends with p'a'Q' + p"a"Q
F. Case 4: Π"Κ" contends with π"α"Κ" +  π"α"Κ"
E. View both monetary demand and monetary suppl another so as to understand the fallacy in supply-sid
A. Law of productive composition: qi = ΣΣqijk

B.The  law of monetary compensation: pi = ΣΣpijk;
C. Analytic distinction of basic and surplus or point-to-point
D. Credit is the monetary bridging of an outlays-receipts gap
E. Lagged technical accelerator kn[f’n(t-a)-Bn] = f”n-1(t) – An-1;
F. The structure of the dynamic productive process may be functional flows);
G. Magnitudes and frequencies of turnovers are correlated

A. The postulate of invariance: the understanding and the e macroeconomic principles and laws are independent of hu reference frames;
B.  The postulate of concomitance: interdependent flows m
C. Lonergan's postulate of equivalence and reciprocity:  Val
C.1. Rates of macroeconomic expenditures are to be identif
C.2. Rates of macroeconomic expansionary expenditures ar expansionary macroeconomic costs.
D. Classes and flows of payments are correlated to the struct

algebra, trigonometry, and calculus of differences and differentials

A.Basic and surplus demand and supply functional flows are point-to-line, not by the intersection of static curves, nor by their relativisitc constitution of basic and surplus velocitous f P'Q' = p'a'Q' + p"a"Q"
P'/p' = a' + a"p"Q"/p'Q' A definition of prices.
Π"Κ" = π"α"Κ"

purely expansionary 
+ π"α"Κ" 

R&M to self

B. There will be dilation  and contraction of price and quanti
within a system of a normative pure cycle of classical laws an



A. The abstractness, the immanent intelligibility, the underst and laws are independent of human psychology and invarian B.) The dynamics of interdependent mutually-conditioning fu macroeconomic dynamics

A. field theory of immanent intelligibility
B.  Concepts of force, efficiently causal utility, time-preferenc
C. The field theory of implicitly defined, interdependent func than the popular Keynesianism, neoclassicism, and other sch

Algebra, trigonometry, and calculus of differences and differentials
P'�Q' = P'Q' cosA P'Q' = p'a'Q' + p"a"Q"
P'/p' = a' + a"p"Q"/p'Q'  

the relativistic definition of price

dJ = a' + a"R
Π"Κ" = Π"α"Κ"

expansionary 
+ π"α"Κ"

R&M to self

df = vdw + wdv
dI’ = Σ(widni + nidwi +dnidwi)yi

Special Functional Macroeconomic Dynamics

her..
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General Functional Macroeconomic Dynamics
xpression of the abstract immanent intelligibility of
an psychology and invariant in all price-quantity reference
st keep pace
ue of demand=Value of Supply
ed as equivalent to the rates of macroeconomic costs.
to be identified as equivalent to the rates of expansionary
nctional flows is the scientific basis of Functional

acroeconomic Dynamics are interdependent, mutually
ly defined by the functional relations in which they stand erms  of explanation are not the accountant’s unities in the
f systematic, i.e. explanatory significance.

a mathematical expression resides, not in the material a transformation, the meaning of the expression is
sions are invariant and the ground of that invariance is that
on of the principles and laws of a geometry will be invariant

lligibility among interdependent velocities which is
ws will be invariant for all observers in all frames of
al laws to which human psychology must adapt. and distorted functionings.
babilities

vs. point-to-line; with respect to time.
mapped onto correlated classes of payments (monetary
with magnitudes and frequencies of payments



ract terms related to one another.
will yield explanatory terms related to one another.
ned by the functional relation in which they stand with one
x of interdeendent explanator functionings y
uristic; a dynamic heuristic mandates that the intelligibility
accelerative flows
ntire current, purely dynamic, economic process

ms of so much every so often; i.e. they are

.
of factors of production - are forms of so much and services are forms of so much every so often. on to its customers.
f”n-1(t) – An-1 expresses the general form of a
ng flows must keep pace, i.e. be in concomitance
nd down" with one another, crossover payments e condition of equilibrium.
a circuit of work are mated with the magnitudes
omic process when it is sold. ofits"
components of production is in either a point-to- hip with the current rate of exit of the aggregate of
ged technical accelerator    kn[f’n(t-a)-Bn] = f”n-1(t)

expresses the general
ss is projected into the monetary order to get
 e correlated rates of payments.                                    

ΣΣqijk Σpijk
= f”n-1(t) – An-1

ion 
+ p"a"Q"

Basic outlays to basic R&M nsionary 
+ π"α"Κ"

R&M to self

a' + a"R
p'a'Q' +p"a"Q", mandates a redefinition and new antital, relativistic manifold (akin to the redefinition
/or a"
may vary while preserving equality.

ist on each side of the sign equating pretio- e interval.
end", so to speak, with one another within the
ith one another ocation of funds
y as mutually and simultaneously determining one e and demand-side economics
vs. point-to-line; with respect to time.
mapped onto correlated classes of payments (monetary



with magnitudes and frequencies of payments

xpression of the abstract immanent intelligibility of man psychology and invariant in all price-quantity
ust keep pace
ue of demand=Value of Supply
ied as equivalent to the rates of macroeconomic costs. e to be identified as equivalent to the rates of
ure and flows of the productive process

Must be conceived precisely in terms of tensors for their transformation properties (3, 42)

explained by precise analytic distinctions (point-to-point vs. the dictionary. Prices and quantities must be explained by lows.
ty within the expenditure-cost equation, which in turn is d statistical probabilities of variation

anding, and the expression of macroeconomic principles t in all price-quantity reference frames;
nctional flows will provide the scientific  basis of functional

ce, past and estimated future values are irrelevant. tional flows is conceptually prior and more fundamental ools of macroeconomics

Matrix coefficients, rather than being Galilean or Newtonian, are 
determined by  differentials of change to give a macroeconomic 
geometry. Tensorial objects: price- and-quantity flows are expressed 
mathematically as tensors of Expenditures and Outlays of basic, 
ordinary surplus, and pure surplus. Price and quantity are ordered 
into singular totalities.  All time intervals are of the same length.

Tensors giving the empirical geometry of Expenditures equaling 
correlated Outlays.

(P'Q')  =( p'a'Q' +p"a"Q")       or
P'/p' = a' + a"p"Q"/p'Q' )

General Functional Macroeconomic Dynamics
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